Emotion and Meaning in Music

By Leonard B. Meyer
The Psychological Theory of Emotions

Since the physiological changes which accompany emotional experience, whatever their importance, do not provide a basis for differentiating affective from non-affective states, the differentia must be sought in the realm of mental activity.

However, not all mental responses are affective. We speak of dispassionate observation, calm deliberation, and cool calculation. These are non-emotional states of mind.

If we then ask what distinguishes non-emotional states from emotional ones, it is clear that the difference does not lie in the stimulus alone. The same stimulus may excite emotion in one person but not in another. Nor does the difference lie in the responding individual. The same individual may respond emotionally to a given stimulus in one situation but not in another. The difference lies in the relationship between the stimulus and the responding individual.

This relationship must first of all be such that the stimulus produces a tendency in the organism to think or act in a particular way. An object or situation which evokes no tendency, to which the organism is indifferent, can only result in a non-emotional state of mind.

But even when a tendency is aroused, emotion may not result. If, for example, a habitual smoker wants a cigarette and, reaching into his pocket, finds one, there will be no affective response. If the
tendency is satisfied without delay, no emotional response will take place. If, however, the man finds no cigarette in his pocket, discovers that there are none in the house, and then remembers that the stores are closed and he cannot purchase any, he will very likely begin to respond in an emotional way. He will feel restless, excited, then irritated, and finally angry.

This brings us to the central thesis of the psychological theory of emotions. Namely: Emotion or affect is aroused when a tendency to respond is arrested or inhibited.

SUPPORTING THEORIES

In 1894 John Dewey set forth what has since become known as the conflict theory of emotions. In an article entitled "The Conflict Theory of Emotion," Angier shows that this general position has been adopted, in more or less modified form, by many psychologists of widely different viewpoints. For instance, the behaviorists, who emphasize the excitement and confusion which disrupt behavior as important characteristics of emotional conduct, would seem to be describing objectively what others view as the result of inner conflict. But the difficulty with examining emotions from the point of view of behaviorism is that, as we have seen, emotion may be felt without becoming manifest as overt behavior.

MacCurdy, whose own attitude is psychoanalytical, points out that it is precisely "when instinctive reactions are stimulated that do not gain expression either in conduct, emotional expression, or fantasy, that affect is most intense. It is the prevention of the expression of instinct either in behavior or conscious thought that leads to intense affect. In other words the energy of the organism, activating an instinct process, must be blocked by repression before poignant feeling is excited." MacCurdy's analysis involves three separate phases: (a) the arousal of nervous energy in connection with the instinct or tendency; (b) the propensity for this energy to become manifest as behavior or conscious thought once the tendency is blocked; and (c) the manifestation of the energy as emotion-felt or affect if behavior and conscious thought are also inhibited. Of course, if the stimulation is so powerful that the total energy cannot be absorbed by either behavior or affect alone, both will result.

It is obvious that a shift of emphasis has taken place in the statement of the theory of emotions. Dewey and his followers tended to stress the conflict or opposition of tendencies as being the cause of emotional response. MacCurdy and most of the more recent workers in the field believe that it is the blocking or inhibiting of a tendency which arouses affect. Actually the concept of conflict through the opposition of simultaneously aroused conflicting tendencies may be regarded as a special and more complicated case of the arrest of tendency.

This point was made in Paulhan's brilliant work, which in 1887, almost ten years before Dewey's formulation, set forth a highly sophisticated theory of emotions. "If we ascend in the hierarchy of human needs and deal with desires of a higher order, we still find that they only give rise to affective phenomena when the tendency awakened undergoes inhibition." However, more complex phenomena are possible as the result of "the simultaneous or almost simultaneous coming into play of systems which tend toward opposite or different actions and which cannot both culminate in action at the same time; always provided that the psychical systems brought into play do not differ too widely in intensity. . . ." Such a situation results, according to Paulhan, in an emotion or affect characterized by confusion and lack of clarity.

In other words, in one case a tendency is inhibited not by another opposed tendency but simply by the fact that for some reason, whether physical or mental, it cannot reach completion. This is the situation of the inveterate smoker in the example given earlier. In the other case two tendencies which cannot both reach fruition at the same time are brought into play almost simultaneously. If they are about equal in strength, each tendency will block the completion of the other. The result is not only affect, as a product of inhibition, but doubt, confusion, and uncertainty as well.

These latter concomitants of conflict are of importance because they may themselves become the basis for further tendencies. For to the human mind such states of doubt and confusion are abhorrent;
and, when confronted with them, the mind attempts to resolve them into clarity and certainty, even if this means abandoning all other previously activated tendencies.

Thus confusion and lack of clarity, growing out of conflicting tendencies, may themselves become stimuli producing further tendencies—tendencies toward clarification—which may become independent of the originally conflicting tendencies. Such tendencies need not be definite in the sense that the ultimate resolution of the doubt and confusion is specified. Some resolution of the confusion may be more important than this or that particular solution, assuming that the final result is not in conflict with other aspects of the stimulus situation or other mental sets.

Furthermore, it should be noted that uncertainty and lack of clarity may be products not only of conflicting tendencies but also of a situation which itself is structurally confused and ambiguous. This is of capital importance because it indicates that a situation which is structurally weak and doubtful in organization may directly create tendencies toward clarification. Delay in such a generalized tendency toward clarification may also give rise to affect.

Although the main tenets of the psychological theory of emotions have been widely accepted, there have, needless to say, been criticisms of the theory. In the main these have come from those who have sought, as yet without success, to account for, describe, and distinguish emotions in purely physiological terms. The theory of emotions, it is objected, does not tell us what an emotion is; it does not tell us precisely what takes place in the body to make us feel.

This objection, though valid, is irrelevant for our purposes. For just as the physicist long defined magnetism in terms of the laws of its operation and was able to deal with the phenomena without knowing the nature of the magnetic states so, too, the psychologist can define emotion in terms of the laws governing its operation, without stipulating precisely what, in physiological terms, constitutes feeling—what makes affect felt.

THE DIFFERENTIATION OF AFFECT

Thus far we have considered emotion as though it were a general, undifferentiated response, a feeling whose character and quality were always more or less the same. While there is a good deal of evidence for this view, it is nevertheless clear that in common speech and everyday experience we do recognize a variety of emotional states—love, fear, anger, jealousy, and the like.\(^4\) The whole problem of whether undifferentiated feelings, affects per se, exist, of their relation to differentiated emotional experience, and of the basis for such differentiation is of importance in the present study. For while music theorists and aestheticians have found it difficult to explain how music designates particular emotions, they have found it almost impossible to account for the existence of less specific affective experience.

Were the evidence to show that each affect or type of affect had its own peculiar physiological composition, then obviously undifferentiated feeling would be out of the question. However, Woodworth’s summary of the work in this field makes it clear that this is not the case.\(^5\)

The evidence in the case of “emotional (affective) behavior” (the term which will henceforth be used to designate the overt and observable aspects of emotional conduct) is more complex. Much emotional behavior, though habitual and hence seemingly automatic and natural, is actually learned. Because this aspect of behavior serves in the main as a means of communication, it will be called “designative (denotative) behavior.” To this category belong most of the postural sets, facial expressions, and motor responses accompanying emotional behavior. Though designative behavior is definitely and clearly differentiated, the differentiation is not a necessary one and indicates nothing as to the possible differentiation of the affect itself.

Other aspects of affective behavior, such as skeletal and muscular adjustments, have been said to be automatic, natural concomitants of the affective response. These will be called “emotional reactions.” Supposing that such automatic reactions do exist, a fact that has been debated, it has not been definitely shown that they are differentiated as between types of affective experience.

However, even if it were demonstrated that emotional reactions were differentiated, this would not necessarily prove or even indicate that the affects which they accompany are also differentiated. For
the reaction is a response made to the total emotion-provoking situation and not necessarily a product of affect itself. In other words, it may well be that such automatic behavior is called forth by the peculiar nature of the objective situation rather than by the operation of the law of affect itself. Were this the case, such a reaction would be independent of affect and might indeed take place, as does designative emotional behavior, in the absence of affect.

The suppositions that behavior reactions are essentially undifferentiated, becoming characteristic only in certain stimulus situations, and that affect itself is basically undifferentiated are given added plausibility when one considers the following:

a) The more intense emotional behavior is, and presumably therefore the more intense the affective stimulation, the less the control exerted by the ego over behavior and the greater the probability that the behavior is automatic and natural.

b) The more intense affective behavior is, the less differentiated such behavior tends to be. In general, the total inhibition of powerful tendencies produces diffuse and characterless activity. For example, extreme conflict may result in either complete immobility or in frenzied activity, while weeping may accompany deepest grief, tremendous joy, or probably any particularly intense emotion.

c) Thus the more automatic affective behavior is, the less differentiated it tends to be.

It seems reasonable then to conclude that automatic reflex reactions not only fail to provide reasons for believing that affect itself is differentiated but the evidence seems to point to just the opposite conclusion.

Finally, our own introspective experience and the reports of the experiences of others testify to the existence of undifferentiated emotions. It is as if such as which Cassirer is discussing when he writes that “Art gives us the motions of the human soul in all their depth and variety. But the form, the measure and rhythm, of these motions is not comparable to any single state of emotion. What we feel in art is not a simple or single emotional quality. It is the dynamic process of life itself.”

The conclusion that affect itself is undifferentiated does not mean that affective experience is a kind of disembodied generality. For the affective experience, as distinguished from affect per se, includes an awareness and cognition of a stimulus situation which always involves particular responding individuals and specific stimuli.

Not only do we become aware of and know our own emotions in terms of a particular stimulus situation but we interpret and characterize the behavior of others in these terms. “When an organism is in a situation which results in a disturbed or wrought-up condition, then the situation plus the reaction gives us the name or word which characterizes the whole as a specific emotion. The reaction itself is not sufficient to differentiate the emotion, the character of the situation is involved in this differentiation.”

Thus while affects and emotions are in themselves undifferentiated, affective experience is differentiated because it involves awareness and cognition of a stimulus situation which itself is necessarily differentiated. The affective states for which we have names are grouped and named because of similarities of the stimulus situation, not because the affects of different groups are per se different. Love and fear are not different affects, but they are different affective experiences.

Awareness of the nature of the stimulus situation also seems to be the real basis for the distinction which Hebb draws between “pleasant” and “unpleasant” emotions. According to the present analysis, there are no pleasant or unpleasant emotions. There are only pleasant or unpleasant emotional experiences. This is of importance in understanding the distinction made by Hebb.

According to Hebb, the difference between pleasant and unpleasant emotions lies in the fact that pleasant emotions (or, in our terminology, pleasant emotional experiences) are always resolved. They depend “on first arousing apprehension, then dispelling it.”

But were this actually the case we could only know whether an emotion were pleasant or unpleasant after it was over. Yet, surely, we know more than this while we are experiencing affect. The pleasantness of an emotion seems to lie not so much in the fact of resolution itself as in the belief in resolution—the knowledge, whether true or false, that there will be a resolution. It is not, as Hebb seems to assert when he cites as pleasurable the “mildly frustrating or the
mildly fear-provoking," the control actually exercised over a situation which distinguishes pleasant from unpleasant emotions. It is the control which is believed to exist over the situation.

The sensation of falling through space, unconditioned by any belief or knowledge as to the ultimate outcome, will, for instance, arouse highly unpleasant emotions. Yet a similar fall experienced as a parachute jump in an amusement park may, because of our belief in the presence of control and in the nature of the resolution, prove most pleasurable.

The foregoing analysis is of genuine importance in the present study because it explains and accounts for the existence and nature of the intangible, non-referential affective states experienced in response to music. For in so far as the stimulus situation, the music, is non-referential (in the sense that it pictures, describes, or symbolizes none of the actions, persons, passions, and concepts ordinarily associated with human experience), there is no reason to expect that our emotional experience of it should be referential. The affective experience made in response to music is specific and differentiated, but it is so in terms of the musical stimulus situation rather than in terms of extramusical stimuli.24

In the light of this discussion it is evident that, though it is wrong to assert, as some have done, that emotions exist which are sui generis musical or aesthetic, it is possible to contend that there are emotional experiences which are so.25 By the same token, however, any number of emotional experiences can be grouped together so long as their stimulus situations are in some respects similar. Muscular affective experiences, for example, might be differentiated into operatic, orchestral, baroque, and so forth. But the most significant distinction would still lie in the fact that musical stimuli, and hence musical affective experiences, are non-referential.

EMOTIONAL DESIGNATION

Although emotional behavior is frequently characterless and diffuse, often it is differentiated and intelligible. Even without knowledge of the stimulus situation, motor behavior, facial expression, tone of voice, and manner of speaking can tell us not only that an individual is responding in an emotional way but also something of the character of his feelings or, more accurately, of the character of his affective experience.

Differentiated behavior, as we have seen, is not an automatic or a necessary concomitant of affect itself or even of affective experience. The more automatic behavior is, the less likely it is to be differentiated. Differentiation involves control, and control implies purpose.

The purpose of emotionally differentiated behavior is communication. The individual responding, having an affective experience or simulating one, seeks to make others aware of his experience through a series of non-verbal behavioral signs. Because the gestures and signs which differentiate such behavior are purposeful, this mode of behavior will be called "emotional designation" or "designative behavior." 26

Such signs not only act as cues for appropriate behavior in the social situation but are probably, at least in part, aimed at making other individuals respond in an empathetic way. As the saying goes: Misery loves company. And so do other emotional states. Not only do we dislike physical isolation, but we want to share our emotional life with others. And, indeed, such sharing does take place. For an observer, recalling a situation in his own experience similar to the one signified by the behavior of another, may respond to the remembranced situation in an affective way. Though designative affective behavior may, through constant use, become habitual and automatic so that it is almost invariably called up as part of the total emotional response, it is not basically a necessary concomitant of the response but one brought into play as a result of a desire to communicate.

Designative behavior is differentiated largely by custom and tradition. It varies from culture to culture and among different groups within a single culture. This does not mean that there are no features of such behavior which are natural and widespread. In all probability there are. However, three points should be kept in mind: (1) There is no real evidence to show that there is only one single natural mode of behavior relevant to a given stimulus situation. When alternative modes of behavior are possible, cultural selection probably determines the composition of any particular pattern of affective designation. (2) Whatever natural tendencies
toward a particular pattern of behavior exist may be altered or suppressed by the demands of the larger behavior patterns of the culture. (3) Even where natural behavior is retained in the pattern of emotional behavior, it inevitably becomes codified and standardized for the sake of more efficient communication.

Above all, we understand and make appropriate responses to designative behavior as a total behavior pattern, not just to some features of it, whether natural or otherwise. As a total pattern designative behavior is a cultural phenomenon, not a natural one. It is, in the final analysis, learned.

This is important as it takes most of the sting out of the criticism that music which attempts to designate emotional states depends for its effect upon the learning of conventional signs and symbols. For this fact is not peculiar to music but is characteristic of all emotional designation. If one excludes such designation as a legitimate means of musical communication, one must by the same token exclude it as a means of human communication in general.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{The Theory of Emotions Related to Musical Experience}

\textbf{AN ASSUMPTION}

An examination of the psychological theory of emotions was made because the evidence furnished by the introspections of musicians, aestheticians, and listeners and the objective data gathered from the observation of behavior and the study of the physiological responses to musical stimuli did not yield reliable information about the musical stimulus or the affective responses made to it. Implicit in this examination was an assumption which must now be made explicit: Though the stimulus situation may vary indefinitely, the conditions which evoke affect are general and are, therefore, applicable to music. In other words, it was assumed that the law of affect, which states that emotion is evoked when a tendency to respond is inhibited, is a general proposition relevant to human psychology in all realms of experience.

This assumption does not, however, imply or stipulate that musical affective experiences are the same as the affective experiences made in response to other stimulus situations. Musical experience differs from non-musical or, more specifically, non-aesthetic experience in three important ways.

First, as we have seen, affective experience includes an awareness and knowledge of the stimulus situation. This being so, the affective experience of music will differ from other types of affective experience, particularly if they are non-referential.

Second, in everyday experience the tensions created by the inhibition of tendencies often go unresolved. They are merely dissipated in the press of irrelevant events. In this sense daily experience is meaningless and accidental. In art inhibition tends to become meaningful because the relationship between the tendency and its necessary resolution is made explicit and apparent. Tendencies do not simply cease to exist: they are resolved, they conclude.\textsuperscript{29}

Third, in life the factors which keep a tendency from reaching completion may be different in kind from those which activated the tendency in the first place. The stimulus activating a tendency may, for example, be a physical or psychic need of the organism, while the inhibiting factors may simply be a series of external circumstances which keep the organism from satisfying the need. This is the situation in the case of the habitual smoker who can find no cigarette. Or the situation may be reversed; that is, a tendency activated by an external stimulus may be inhibited by the psychic processes of the organism.

Furthermore, in everyday experience the resolutions of the tensions brought into play by inhibition may be irrelevant to the tendencies themselves. Tensions arising from psychic needs may be "worked off" in sheer physical activity which is without meaningful relation to the original stimulus or to the tendency itself.

In music, on the other hand, the same stimulus, the music, activates tendencies, inhibits them, and provides meaningful and relevant resolutions.

\textbf{TENDENCY AND EXPECTATION IN MUSIC}

The assumption that the same basic psychological processes underlie all affective responses, whether the stimulus be musical or of
some other kind, has been implicit in much musical theory and in the speculations of many aestheticians. But this does not in itself increase our understanding of the nature of musical experience and of the musical processes which form it. It does not explain the nature of the relationships which exist between the stimulus, the listener’s perceptions and mental processes, and his responses. To do this it is necessary to demonstrate precisely how musical stimuli do, in fact, arouse and inhibit tendencies and thereby give rise to emotions.

What is meant by a tendency to respond? A “tendency” or, as MacCurdy uses the term, an “instinct” “is a pattern reaction that operates, or tends to operate, when activated, in an automatic way.” A pattern reaction consists of a set or series of regularly coincident mental or motor responses which, once brought into play as part of the response to a given stimulus, follow a previously ordered course, unless inhibited or blocked in some way. The order established by a pattern reaction is both temporal and structural; that is, the series involves not only the relation of the parts of the total pattern to each other but also their timing. Thus a series may be disturbed either because the succession of the parts of the pattern is upset or because the timing of the series is upset or both.

The term “tendency,” as used in this study, comprises all automatic response patterns, whether natural or learned. Since habit is “a mechanism of action, physiologically ingrained, which operates spontaneously and automatically,” the term “tendency” also “includes habit reactions and, inevitably, acquired concepts and meanings.”

The tendency to respond may be either conscious or unconscious. If the pattern reaction runs its normal course to completion, then the whole process may be completely unconscious. Countless reaction patterns, of which the responding individual is unaware, are initiated and completed each hour. The more automatic behavior becomes, the less conscious it is. The tendency to respond becomes conscious where inhibition of some sort is present, when the normal course of the reaction pattern is disturbed or its final completion is inhibited. Such conscious and self-conscious tendencies are often thought of and referred to as “expectations.”

In a broader sense all tendencies, even those which never reach the level of consciousness, are expectations. For since a tendency is a kind of chain reaction in which a present stimulus leads through a series of adjustments to a more or less specified consequent, the consequent is always implied in the tendency, once the tendency has been brought into play. Thus while our conscious minds do not actively expect a consequent unless the pattern reaction is disturbed, our habits and tendencies are expectant in the sense that each seeks out or “expects” the consequents relevant and appropriate to itself. Though he may never become aware of his expectations as he reaches in his pocket for a pack of cigarettes, the behavior of the habitual smoker shows that he does expect or, perhaps more accurately, his habits expect for him.

If tendencies are pattern reactions that are expectant in the broad sense, including unconscious as well as conscious anticipations, then it is not difficult to see how music is able to evoke tendencies. For it has been generally acknowledged that music arouses expectations, some conscious and others unconscious, which may or may not be directly and immediately satisfied.

... the pleasure ... arises from the perception of the artist’s play with forms and conventions which are ingrained as habits of perception both in the artist and his audience. Without such habits ... there would be no awareness whatever of the artist’s fulfillment of and subtle departures from established forms. ... But the pleasure which we derive from style is not an intellectual interest in detecting similarities and differences, but an immediate aesthetic delight in perception which results from the arousal and suspension or fulfillment of expectations which are the products of many previous encounters with works of art.

EXCEPTION, SUSPENSE, AND THE UNEXPECTED

Sometimes a very specific consequent is expected. In Western music of the eighteenth century, for example, we expect a specific chord, namely, the tonic (C major), to follow this sequence of
harmonies (see Example 1). Furthermore, the consequent chord is expected to arrive at a particular time, i.e., on the first beat of the next measure.

Of course, the consequent which is actually forthcoming, though it must be possible within the style, need not be the one which was specifically expected. Nor is it necessary that the consequent arrive at the expected time. It may arrive too soon or it may be delayed. But no matter which of these forms the consequent actually takes, the crucial point to be noted is that the ultimate and particular effect of the total pattern is clearly conditioned by the specificity of the original expectation.

At other times expectation is more general; that is, though our expectations may be definite, in the sense of being marked, they are non-specific, in that we are not sure precisely how they will be fulfilled. The antecedent stimulus situation may be such that several consequents may be almost equally probable. For instance, after a melodic fragment has been repeated several times, we begin to expect a change and also the completion of the fragment. A change is expected because we believe that the composer is not so illogical as to repeat the figure indefinitely and because we look forward to the completion of the incomplete figure. But precisely what the change will be or how the completion will be accomplished cannot perhaps be anticipated. The introductions to many movements written in the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries create expectation in this way, e.g., the opening measures of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony or the opening measures of the “March to the Gallows” from Berlioz’s *Symphonie Fantastique*.

Expectation may also result because the stimulus situation is doubtful or ambiguous. If the musical patterns are less clear than expected, if there is confusion as to the relationship between melody and accompaniment, or if our expectations are continually mistaken or inhibited, then doubt and uncertainty as to the general significance, function, and outcome of the passage will result. As we have already seen (see pp. 15 ff.), the mind rejects and reacts against such uncomfortable states and, if they are more than momentary, looks forward to and expects a return to the certainty of regularity and clarity. This is particularly striking in the responses made to works of art where, because of a firm belief in the purposefulness and integrity of the artist, we expect that order will in the end triumph, and precision will replace ambiguity.

However, the manner in which clarification and order will be restored may not be predicted or envisaged. Expectation is not specific; the state is one of suspense. In fact, if doubt and uncertainty are strong enough, almost any resolution, within the realm of probability, which returns us to certainty will be acceptable, though no doubt some resolutions will, given the style, seem more natural than others.

The inclusion of suspense arising out of uncertainty may, at first sight, appear to be an extension and amplification of the concept of arrest and inhibition of a tendency. But when the matter is considered more carefully, it will be seen that every inhibition or delay creates uncertainty or suspense, if only briefly, because in the moment of delay we become aware of the possibility of alternative modes of continuation. The difference is one of scale and duration, not of kind. Both arouse uncertainties and anxieties as to coming events.

Suspense is essentially a product of ignorance as to the future course of events. This ignorance may arise either because the present course of events, though in a sense understandable in itself, presents several alternative and equally probable consequents or because the present course of events is itself so unusual and upsetting that, since it cannot be understood, no predictions as to the future can be made.

From the outset ignorance arouses strong mental tendencies toward clarification which are immediately affective. If ignorance persists in spite of all, then the individual is thrown into a state of doubt and uncertainty (see pp. 15–16). He commences to sense his lack of control over the situation, his inability to act on the basis of the knowledge which he supposed that he possessed. In short, he begins to feel apprehensive, even fearful, though there is no object for his fear. Ignorance and its concomitant feelings of impotence breed apprehension and anxiety, even in music. But ignorance also gives rise to more sanguine feelings; for since the outcome cannot be envisaged, it may be pleasant. These feelings are them-
selves tendencies (the avoidance of painful apprehension and the expectation of a propitious conclusion) which become focused upon an expected resolution of the unpleasant stimulus situation.

The longer doubt and uncertainty persist, the greater the feeling of suspense will tend to be. The stimulus situation creating doubt and uncertainty must, of course, be progressively intensified if suspense is to be maintained or increased. For as we become accustomed to a given stimulus situation, even an unpleasant one, its effectiveness tends to diminish. Moreover, without a change in the stimulus situation in the direction of complication and uncertainty, those vital anticipatory feelings (that a break must come, that doubt and perplexity must give way to knowledge) which make us expect (both apprehensively and hopefully) would be lost.

The greater the buildup of suspense, of tension, the greater the emotional release upon resolution. This observation points up the fact that in aesthetic experience emotional pattern must be considered not only in terms of tension itself but also in terms of the progression from tension to release. And the experience of suspense is aesthetically valueless unless it is followed by a release which is understandable in the given context.

Musical experiences of suspense are very similar to those experienced in real life. Both in life and in music the emotions thus arising have essentially the same stimulus situation: the situation of ignorance, the awareness of the individual's impotence and inability to act where the future course of events is unknown. Because these musical experiences are so very similar to those existing in the drama and in life itself, they are often felt to be particularly powerful and effective.

Musical suspense seems to have direct analogies in experience in general; it makes us feel something of the insignificance and powerlessness of man in the face of the insurmountable workings of destiny. The low, foreboding rumble of distant thunder on an oppressive summer afternoon, its growing intensity as it approaches, the crescendo of the gradually rising wind, the ominous darkening of the sky, all give rise to an emotional experience in which expectation is fraught with powerful uncertainty—the primordial and poignant uncertainty of human existence in the face of the inexorable forces of nature. With mixed feelings of hope and apprehension in the presence of the unknown, we anxiously await the breaking of the storm, the discovery of what unrelenting fate has decreed.

Similarly in music the state of suspense involves an awareness of the powerlessness of man in the face of the unknown.

What is expected in this state of suspense may not be specified, but this does not mean that any consequent is possible. Our expectations are inevitably circumscribed by the possibilities and probabilities of the style of the composition in question. The consequent must, given the circumstances, be possible within what Aiken has called "an ordering system of beliefs and attitudes." 33

Although the consequent in any musical sequence must, in this sense, be possible, it may nevertheless be unexpected. But the unexpected should not be confused with the surprising. For when expectation is aroused, the unexpected is always considered to be a possibility, and, though it remains the less expected of several alternatives, it is not a complete surprise. Conditions of active expectation (especially general expectation and suspense) are not the most favorable to surprise. For the listener is on guard, anticipating a new and possibly unexpected consequent. Surprise is most intense where no special expectation is active, where, because there has been no inhibition of a tendency, continuity is expected.

As soon as the unexpected, or for that matter the surprising, is experienced, the listener attempts to fit it into the general system of beliefs relevant to the style of the work. This requires a very rapid re-evaluation of either the stimulus situation itself or its cause—the events antecedent to the stimulus. Or it may require a review of the whole system of beliefs that the listener supposed appropriate and relevant to the work. If this mental synthesis does not take place immediately, three things may happen: (1) The mind may suspend judgment, so to speak, trusting that what follows will clarify the meaning of the unexpected consequent. (2) If no clarification takes place, the mind may reject the whole stimulus and irritation will set in. 34 (3) The unexpected consequent may be seen as a purposeful blunder. Whether the listener responds in the first or third manner will depend partly upon the character of the piece, its mood or designative content. The third response might well be made to
music whose character was comic or satirical. Beckmesser's music in Wagner's *Die Meistersinger* would probably elicit this type of interpretive understanding. In a piece whose character admitted no such purposeful blunders, the second response would probably be elicited.

**Conscious and Unconscious Expectations**

In the light of these observations it is clear that an expectation is not a blind, unthinking conditioned reflex. Expectation frequently involves a high order of mental activity. The fulfillment of a habit response, in art as well as in daily life, requires judgment and cognition both of the stimulus itself and of the situation in which it acts. The stimulus as a physical thing becomes a stimulus in the world of behavior only in so far as the mind of the perceiver is able to relate it, on the one hand, to the habit responses which the perceiver has developed and, on the other hand, to the particular stimulus situation. This is clear as soon as one considers that the same physical stimulus may call forth different tendencies in different stylistic contexts or in different situations within one and the same stylistic context. For example, a modal cadential progression will arouse one set of expectations in the musical style of the sixteenth century and quite another in the style of the nineteenth century. Likewise the same musical progression will evoke one set of expectations at the beginning of a piece and another at the end.

Expectation then is a product of the habit responses developed in connection with particular musical styles and of the modes of human perception, cognition, and response—the psychological laws of mental life.

The mental activity involved in the perception of and response to music need not, however, be conscious. "... the intellectual satisfaction which the listener derives from continually following and anticipating the composer's intentions—now, to see his expectations fulfilled, and now, to see himself agreeably mistaken... this intellectual flux and reflux, this perpetual giving and receiving takes place unconsciously, and with the rapidity of lightning flashes." So long as expectations are satisfied without delay, so long as tendencies are uninhibited, though intelligence is clearly and necessarily involved in the perception and understanding of the stimulus situation, the response will probably remain unconscious.

Mental activity tends to become conscious when reflection and deliberation are involved in the completion of the response pattern, that is, when automatic behavior is disturbed because a tendency has been inhibited. "Impulsion forever boosted on its forward way would run its course thoughtless, and dead to emotion... The only way it can become aware of its nature and its goal is by obstacles surmounted and means employed." But even when a habit response is inhibited, conscious awareness of the mental activity involved in the perception of and response to the stimulus situation is by no means inevitable. Intellectual experience (the conscious awareness of one's own expectations or, objectively, of the tendencies of the music), as distinguished from intellectual activity, is largely a product of the listener's own attitude toward his responses and hence toward the stimuli and mental activities which bring them into existence. That is to say, some listeners, whether because of training or natural psychological inclination, are disposed to rationalize their responses, to make experience self-conscious; others are not so disposed. If intellectual activity is allowed to remain unconscious, then the mental tensions and the deliberations involved when a tendency is inhibited are experienced as feeling or affect rather than as conscious cognition (see pp. 38 f.).

Having shown that music arouses tendencies and thus fulfills the conditions necessary for the arousal of affect (see p. 22) and having demonstrated how this is accomplished, we can now state one of the basic hypotheses of this study. Namely: Affect or emotion-felt is aroused when an expectation—a tendency to respond—activated by the musical stimulus situation, is temporarily inhibited or permanently blocked.

As noted earlier (see pp. 22–23) in musical experience the same stimulus, the music, activates tendencies, inhibits them, and provides meaningful and relevant resolutions for them. This is of particular importance from a methodological standpoint. For it means
that granted listeners who have developed reaction patterns appropriate to the work in question, the structure of the affective response to a piece of music can be studied by examining the music itself.

Once those sound successions common to a culture, a style, or a particular work have been ascertained, then, if the customary succession is presented and completed without delay, it can be assumed that, since no tendency would have been inhibited, the listener would not respond in an affective way. If, on the other hand, the sound succession fails to follow its customary course, or if it involves obscurity or ambiguity, then it can be assumed that the listener’s tendencies would be inhibited or otherwise upset and that the tensions arising in this process would be experienced as affect, provided that they were not rationalized as conscious intellectual experience.

In other words, the customary or expected progression of sounds can be considered as a norm, which from a stylistic point of view it is; and alteration in the expected progression can be considered as a deviation. Hence deviations can be regarded as emotional or affective stimuli.

The importance of this “objective” point of view of musical experience is clear. It means that once the norms of a style have been ascertained, the study and analysis of the affective content of a particular work in that style can be made without continual and explicit reference to the responses of the listener or critic. That is, subjective content can be discussed objectively.\(^\text{39}\)

The Meaning of Music

The Problem of Meaning in Music

The meaning of music has of late been the subject of much confused argument and controversy. The controversy has stemmed largely from disagreements as to what music communicates, while the confusion has resulted for the most part from a lack of clarity as to the nature and definition of meaning itself.

The debates as to what music communicates have centered around the question of whether music can designate, depict, or otherwise communicate referential concepts, images, experiences, and emotional states. This is the old argument between the absolutists and the referentialists (see pp. 1 f.).

Because it has not appeared problematical to them, the referentialists have not as a rule explicitly considered the problem of musical meaning. Musical meaning according to the referentialists lies in the relationship between a musical symbol or sign and the extrasubjective thing which it designates.

Since our concern in this study is not primarily with the referential meaning of music, suffice it to say that the disagreement between the referentialists and the absolutists is, as was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, the result of a tendency toward philosophical monism rather than the result of any logical incompatibility. Both designative and non-designative meanings arise out of musical experience, just as they do in other types of aesthetic experience.

The absolutists have contended that the meaning of music lies specifically, and some would assert exclusively, in the musical processes themselves. For them musical meaning is non-designative. But in what sense these processes are meaningful, in what sense a succession or sequence of non-referential musical stimuli can be said to give rise to meaning, they have been unable to state with either clarity or precision. They have also failed to relate musical meaning to other kinds of meaning—to meaning in general. This failure has led some critics to assert that musical meaning is a thing apart, different in some unexplained way from all other kinds of meaning. This is simply an evasion of the real issue. For it is obvious that if the term “meaning” is to have any signification at all as applied to music, then it must have the same signification as when applied to other kinds of experience.

Without reviewing all the untenable positions to which writers have tenaciously adhered, it seems fair to say that much of the confusion and uncertainty as to the nature of non-referential musical meaning has resulted from two fallacies. On the one hand, there has been a tendency to locate meaning exclusively in one aspect of the communicative process; on the other hand, there has been a propensity to regard all meanings arising in human communication as designative, as involving symbolism of some sort.
Since these difficulties can be best resolved in the light of a general definition of meaning, let us begin with such a definition: "... anything acquires meaning if it is connected with, or indicates, or refers to, something beyond itself, so that its full nature points to and is revealed in that connection." 40

Meaning is thus not a property of things. It cannot be located in the stimulus alone. The same stimulus may have many different meanings. To a geologist a large rock may indicate that at one time a glacier began to recede at a given spot; to a farmer the same rock may point to the necessity of having the field cleared for plowing; and to the sculptor the rock may indicate the possibility of artistic creation. A rock, a word, or motion in and of itself, merely as a stimulus, is meaningless.

Thus it is pointless to ask what the intrinsic meaning of a single tone or a series of tones is. Purely as physical existences they are meaningless. They become meaningful only in so far as they point to, indicate, or imply something beyond themselves.

Nor can meaning be located exclusively in the objects, events, or experiences which the stimulus indicates, refers to, or implies. The meaning of the rock is the product of the relationship between the stimulus and the thing it points to or indicates.

Though the perception of a relationship can only arise as the result of some individual's mental behavior, the relationship itself is not to be located in the mind of the perceiver. The meanings observed are not subjective. Thus the relationships existing between the tones themselves or those existing between the tones and the things they designate or connote, though a product of cultural experience, are real connections existing objectively in culture.41 They are not arbitrary connections imposed by the capricious mind of the particular listener.

Meaning, then, is not in either the stimulus, or what it points to, or the observer. Rather it arises out of what both Cohen and Mead have called the "triadic" relationship between (1) an object or stimulus; (2) that to which the stimulus points—that which is its consequent; and (3) the conscious observer.

Discussions of the meaning of music have also been muddied by the failure to state explicitly what musical stimuli indicate or point to. A stimulus may indicate events or consequences which are different from itself in kind, as when a word designates or points to an object or action which is not itself a word. Or a stimulus may indicate or imply events or consequences which are of the same kind as the stimulus itself, as when a dim light on the eastern horizon heralds the coming of day. Here both the antecedent stimulus and the consequent event are natural phenomena. The former type of meaning may be called designative, the latter embodied.

Because most of the meanings which arise in human communication are of the designative type, employing linguistic signs or the iconic signs of the plastic arts, numerous critics have failed to realize that this is not necessarily or exclusively the case. This mistake has led even avowed absolutists to allow designation to slip in through the secret door of semantic chicanery.42

But even more important than designative meaning is what we have called embodied meaning. From this point of view what a musical stimulus or a series of stimuli indicate and point to are not extramusical concepts and objects but other musical events which are about to happen. That is, one musical event (be it a tone, a phrase, or a whole section) has meaning because it points to and makes us expect another musical event. This is what music means from the viewpoint of the absolutist.

**MUSIC AND MEANING**

Embodied musical meaning is, in short, a product of expectation. If, on the basis of past experience, a present stimulus leads us to expect a more or less definite consequent musical event, then that stimulus has meaning.43

From this it follows that a stimulus or gesture which does not point to or arouse expectations of a subsequent musical event or consequent is meaningless. Because expectation is largely a product of stylistic experience, music in a style with which we are totally unfamiliar is meaningless.44

However, once the aesthetic attitude has been brought into play, very few gestures actually appear to be meaningless so long as the listener has some experience with the style of the work in question. For so long as a stimulus is possible within any known style,
the listener will do his best to relate it to the style, to understand its meaning.

In and of themselves, for example, the opening chords of Beethoven's Third Symphony have no particular musical stylistic tendency. They establish no pattern of motion, arouse no tensions toward a particular fulfilment. Yet as part of the total aesthetic cultural act of attention they are meaningful. For since they are the first chords of a piece, we not only expect more music but our expectations are circumscribed by the limitations of the style which we believe the piece to be in and by the psychological demand for a more palpable pattern (see chaps. ii–v).

Thus the phrase "past experience," used in the definition of meaning given above, must be understood in a broad sense. It includes the immediate past of the particular stimulus or gesture; that which has already taken place in this particular work to condition the listener's opinion of the stimulus and hence his expectations as to the impending, consequent event. In the example given above, the past was silence. But this fact of the past is just as potent in conditioning expectation as a whole section of past events.42 The phrase "past experience" also refers to the more remote, but ever present, past experience of similar musical stimuli and similar musical situations in other works. That is it refers to those past experiences which constitute our sense and knowledge of style. The phrase also comprehends the dispositions and beliefs which the listener brings to the musical experience (see pp. 73 ff.) as well as the laws of mental behavior which govern his organization of stimuli into patterns and the expectations aroused on the basis of those patterns (see chaps. iii and iv).

The words "consequent musical event" must be understood to include: (1) those consequents which are envisaged or expected; (2) the events which do, in fact, follow the stimulus, whether they were the ones envisaged or not; and (3) the more distant ramifications or events which, because the total series of gestures is presumed to be causally connected, are considered as being the later consequences of the stimulus in question. Seen in this light, the meaning of the stimulus is not confined to or limited by the initial triadic relationship out of which it arises. As the later stages of the musical process establish new relationships with the stimulus, new meanings arise. These later meanings coexist in memory with the earlier ones and, combining with them, constitute the meaning of the work as a total experience.

In this development three stages of meaning may be distinguished.

"Hypothetical meanings" are those which arise during the act of expectation. Since what is envisaged is a product of the probability relationships which exist as part of style (see pp. 45 ff., 54 ff.), and since these probability relationships always involve the possibility of alternative consequences, a given stimulus invariably gives rise to several alternative hypothetical meanings. One consequent may, of course, be so much more probable than any other that the listener, though aware of the possibility of less likely consequences, is really set and ready only for the most probable. In such a case hypothetical meaning is without ambiguity. In other cases several consequents may be almost equally probable, and, since the listener is in doubt as to which alternative will actually materialize, meaning is ambiguous, though not necessarily less forceful and marked (see pp. 51 ff.).43

Though the consequent which is actually forthcoming must be possible within the style, it may or may not be one of those which was most probable. Or it may arrive only after a delay or a deceptive diversion through alternative consequences. But whether our expectations are confirmed or not, a new stage of meaning is reached when the consequent becomes actualized as a concrete musical event.

"Evident meanings" are those which are attributed to the antecedent gesture when the consequent becomes a physico-psychic fact and when the relationship between the antecedent and consequent is perceived. Since the consequent of a stimulus itself becomes a stimulus with consequents, evident meaning also includes the later stages of musical development which are presumed to be the products of a chain of causality. Thus in the following sequence, where a stimulus \( S \) leads to a consequent \( C \), which is also a stimulus that indicates and is actualized in further consequents,

\[
S_1 \ldots C_1S_2 \ldots \ldots C_2S_3 \ldots \ldots \text{etc.}
\]
evident meaning arises not only out of the relationship between $S_1$ and $C_1$, but also out of the relationships between $S_2$ and all subsequent consequences, in so far as these are considered to issue from $S_1$. It is also important to realize that the motion $S_1 \ldots C_1$ may itself become a gesture that gives rise to envisaged and actual consequents and hence becomes a term or gesture on another level of triadic relationships. In other words, both evident and hypothetical meanings come into being and exist on several architectonic levels.

Evident meaning is colored and conditioned by hypothetical meaning. For the actual relationship between the gesture and its consequent is always considered in the light of the expected relationship. In a sense the listener even revises his opinion of the hypothetical meaning when the stimulus does not move to the expected consequent.

“Determinate meanings” are those meanings which arise out of the relationships existing between hypothetical meaning, evident meaning, and the later stages of the musical development. In other words, determinate meaning arises only after the experience of the work is timeless in memory, only when all the meanings which the stimulus has had in the particular experience are realized and their relationships to one another comprehended as fully as possible.

THE OBJECTIFICATION OF MEANING

A distinction must be drawn between the understanding of musical meaning which involves the awareness of the tendencies, resistances, tensions, and fulfilments embodied in a work and the self-conscious objectification of that meaning in the mind of the individual listener. The former may be said to involve a meaningful experience, the latter involves knowing what that meaning is, considering it as an objective thing in consciousness.

The operation of intelligence in listening to music need never become self-conscious. We are continually behaving in an intelligent way, comprehending meanings and acting upon our perceptions, cognitions, and evaluations without ever making the meanings themselves the objects of our scrutiny—without ever becoming self-conscious about what experience means. What Bertrand Russell says about understanding language also applies to the understanding of music: “Understanding language is . . . like understanding cricket: it is a matter of habits acquired in oneself and rightly presumed in others.”

Meanings become objectified only under conditions of self-consciousness and when reflection takes place. “One attains self-consciousness only as he takes, or finds himself stimulated to take, the attitude of the other.” Though training may make for a generally self-conscious attitude, one is stimulated to take the attitude of the other when the normal habits of response are disturbed in some way; when one is driven to ask one’s self: What does this mean, what is the intention of this passage? Reflection is likewise brought into play where some tendency is delayed, some pattern of habitual behavior disturbed. So long as behavior is automatic and habitual there is no urge for it to become self-conscious, though it may become so. If meaning is to become objectified at all, it will as a rule become so when difficulties are encountered that make normal, automatic behavior impossible. In other words, given a mind disposed toward objectification, meaning will become the focus of attention, an object of conscious consideration, when a tendency or habit reaction is delayed or inhibited.

MEANING AND AFFECT

It thus appears that the same processes which were said to give rise to affect are now said to give rise to the objectification of embodied meaning.

But this is a dilemma only so long as the traditional dichotomy between reason and emotion and the parent polarity between mind and body are adopted. Once it is recognized that affective experience is just as dependent upon intelligent cognition as conscious intellect, that both involve perception, taking account of, envisaging, and so forth, then thinking and feeling need not be viewed as polar opposites but as different manifestations of a single psychological process.

There is no diametric opposition, no inseparable gulf, between the affective and the intellectual responses made to music. Though they are psychologically differentiated as responses, both depend
upon the same perceptive processes, the same stylistic habits, the same modes of mental organization; and the same musical processes give rise to and shape both types of experience. Seen in this light, the formalist's conception of musical experience and the expressionist's conception of it appear as complementary rather than contradictory positions. They are considering not different processes but different ways of experiencing the same process.

Whether a piece of music gives rise to affective experience or to intellectual experience depends upon the disposition and training of the listener. To some minds the disembodied feeling of affective experience is uncanny and unpleasant and a process of rationalization is undertaken in which the musical processes are objectified as conscious meaning. Belief also probably plays an important role in determining the character of the response. Those who have been taught to believe that musical experience is primarily emotional and who are therefore disposed to respond affectively will probably do so. Those listeners who have learned to understand music in technical terms will tend to make musical processes an object of conscious consideration. This probably accounts for the fact that most trained critics and aestheticians favor the formalist position. Thus while the trained musician consciously waits for the expected resolution of a dominant seventh chord the untrained, but practiced, listener feels the delay as affect.

**Music and Communication**

Meanings and affects may, however, arise without communication taking place. Individual A observes another individual B wink and interprets the wink as a friendly gesture. It has meaning for A who observes it. But if the wink was not intentional—if, for instance, B simply has a nervous tic—then no communication has taken place, for to B the act had no meaning. Communication, as Mead has pointed out, takes place only where the gesture made has the same meaning for the individual who makes it that it has for the individual who responds to it. 48

It is this internalization of gestures, what Mead calls “taking the attitude of the other” 49 (the audience), which enables the creative artist, the composer, to communicate with listeners. It is because the composer is also a listener that he is able to control his inspiration with reference to the listener. 51 For instance, the composer knows how the listener will respond to a deceptive cadence and controls the later stages of the composition with reference to that supposed response. The performer too is continually “taking the attitude of the other”—of the listener. As Leopold Mozart puts it, the performer “must play everything in such a way that he will himself be moved by it.” 52

It is precisely because he is continually taking the attitude of the listener that the composer becomes aware and conscious of his own self, his ego, in the process of creation. In this process of differentiation between himself as composer and himself as audience, the composer becomes self-conscious and objective. 53

But though the listener participates in the musical process, assuming the role which the composer envisaged for him, and though he must, in some sense, create his own experience, yet he need not take the attitude of the composer in order to do so. He need not ask: How will someone else respond to this stimulus? Nor is he obliged to objectify his own responses, to ask, How am I responding? Unlike the composer, the listener may and frequently does “lose himself in the music”; and, in following and responding to the sound gestures made by the composer, the listener may become oblivious of his own ego, which has literally become one with that of the music.

We must, then, be wary of easy and high-sounding statements to the effect that “we cannot understand a work of art without, to a certain degree, repeating and reconstructing the creative process by which it has come into being.” 44 Certainly the listener must respond to the work of art as the artist intended, and the listener's experience of the work must be similar to that which the composer envisaged for him. But this is a different thing from experiencing the “creative process which brought it into being.”

However, the listener may take the attitude of the composer. He may be self-conscious in the act of listening. Those trained in music, and perhaps those trained in the other arts as well, tend, because of the critical attitudes which they have developed in connection with their own artistic efforts, to become self-conscious and objective in
all their aesthetic experiences. And it is no doubt partly for this reason that, as noted above, trained musicians tend to objectify meaning, to consider it as an object of conscious cognition (see also p. 70 n. 24).

Finally, and perhaps most important of all, this analysis of communication emphasizes the absolute necessity of a common universe of discourse in art. For without a set of gestures common to the social group, and without common habit responses to those gestures, no communication whatsoever would be possible. Communication depends upon, presupposes, and arises out of the universe of discourse which in the aesthetics of music is called style.